
Picafuel for Fleets
Monitor and control your fleet’s operations to 
improve efficiency and mitigate fraud



Picafuel for Fleets

The Core Components of 

Fleet Management
Fuel is the largest operational expense, taking up over 30% of total fleet operating costs. Yet 
it is also one of the hardest ones to track and control. Instead of being able to drive fuel-
related strategic initiatives that will improve efficiency and increase the bottom line, fleet 
managers are buried under never-ending and time-consuming manual tasks.



Efficient fleet management requires automation of fuel-related tasks, including abilities to 
track, monitor and analyze telematics and to prevent fraud in real-time. With the right 
software, fuel managers can reduce OpEx and save fleets millions of dollars annually.



Picafuel’s fleet management solution optimizes fleet efficiency by monitoring vehicles, 
drivers, and expenses. Picafuel’s management capabilities, verification methods, advanced 
analytics and mobile fueling features monitor fuel consumption and reduce fuel fraud, 
significantly cutting costs. Picafuel leverages digitalization, telematics data, mobile and the 
cloud to provide fleet managers with the most cutting-edge digital solution for making their 
business efficient and fraud-free.

Picafuel’s Benefits

Visibility into fuel consumption

Reduction of OpEx by controlling costs

Advanced monitoring with actionable insights

Fuel fraud prevention
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Our Solutions

Fuel Consumption Management
Reduce OpEx by tracking your fleet’s fuel consumption and spending



Minimize your largest operational expense - fuel. Monitor and record fuel consumption 
across your fleet. Use tracking data to gain visibility into costs, to control spending in 

real-time and for cutting expenses. Authorize fuel consumption and prevent security and 
fraud issues.

Main Features

Anomaly and Fraud Detection

Detect suspicious transactions in real-time. Analyze and approve 
every transaction with identity-confirming credentials from three 
different authentication factors categories (MFA).

Periodic Restrictions

Set flexible and dynamic restrictions according to spending amounts, 
location, time, date, product and cost criteria.

Route Restrictions

Set fueling restrictions and limit 
consumption when trips diverge 
from approved routes.

Insightful Reports

Analyze vehicle performance 
and fuel cost behaviors.

Transactions Management

Oversee every transaction
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Our Solutions

Asset Management
Maximize uptime with end-to-end control of your fleet assets



Efficiently manage and oversee all fleet’s assets. Leverage management capabilities like 
automated maintenance notifications and driver and vehicle onboarding to gain insights 
into your fleets. Use those insights to streamline processes and gain a holistic view of 

your assets to maximize uptime. Capabilities are complemented with friendly support for 
any requirement. 

Main Features

Automated Maintenance Notifications

Define maintenance threshold, get automatic notifications based on 
odometer readings, and schedule maintenance accordingly.

Driver Support

Instantly resolve drivers’ queries with in-app support.

Driver and Vehicle Onboarding

Activate, suspend or terminate vehicles and drivers instantly.
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Our Solutions

AVR - Automatic Vehicle 
Recognition
Mitigate fraud and save millions of dollars annually with digitalized and 

secure transactions



Leverage Picafuel’s white-label mobile app to ensure that only approved drivers fuel the 
approved vehicles at approved stations. Picafuel takes care of the heavy lifting by collecting 
telematics at every refueling and using advanced algorithms to analyze and validate every 
transaction. Eliminate the need for complex software integrations when preventing fueling 
fraud with zero hardware involved!

Main Features

Simple and Quick Refueling

Eliminate the need for hardware by authenticating drivers and 
authorizing transactions through our app in a digital, secure and no-
touch solution.

Offline Capabilities

Approve transactions even when the cellular network is down based 
on predefined business rules.
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Our Solutions

EV
Mixed fleet management made simple - complete control from a central hub



Use our “vehicle-agnostic” solution to efficiently govern and monitor mixed fleets from a 
centralized and single platform. Picafuel eliminates the struggle of managing ICEs and EVs 
on different platforms. Enjoy cohesive fleet management that reduces friction and saves 
you time.

Main Features

Charging Information

Track all transactions: time, date, stations, and more.

Reports

Analyze vehicle performance and charging cost behaviors.

Reimbursement Management

Allow your drivers to charge wherever they want and easily get 
reimbursed.

Mobile Charging

Eliminate the need for any hardware: authenticate drivers and 
authorize transactions through our app.

Navigation Tool

Help drivers navigate to the best stations based on prices, opening 
hours, facilities and more criteria.
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Discover What Modern 

Fleet Management Looks Like

Book a free demo today

https://www.picafuel.com/contact

